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Maria Berrio, A Universe of One, 2018
Collage with Japanese papers and watercolor paint, 72 x 60 inches



Maria Berrio, Syzygy 2017
Collage with Japanese papers and watercolor paint, 80 x 96 inchesdetail: Maria Berrio, A Universe of One, 2018



Maria Berrio,  The Gatherer’s Sigh, 2018
Collage with Japanese papers and watercolor paint, 72 x 60 inches



detail: Aluna, 2017
  

detail: Maria Berrio,  The Gatherer’s Sigh, 2018



Maria Berrio, The Lovers, 2015
Collage with Japanese papers and watercolor paint with Swarovski rhinestones, 72 x 72 inches



detail: Maria Berrio, The Lovers, 2015



Maria Berrio, The Lovers 3, 2015
Collage with Japanese papers and watercolor paint with Swarovski rhinestones, 72 x 72 inches



Maria Berrio, Syzygy 2017
Collage with Japanese papers and watercolor paint, 80 x 96 inches



Maria Berrio, Aluna, 2017
Collage with Japanese papers and watercolor paint, 72 x 80 inches



detail: Aluna, 2017
  



Maria Berrio, Wildflowers, 2017
Collage with Japanese papers and watercolor paint, 96 x 140 inches



detail:  Wildflowers, 2017
  



Maria Berrio, Born Again, 2015
Collage with Japanese papers and watercolor paint, 72 x 60 inches



Maria Berrio, Aminata linnaea, 2015
Collage with Japanese papers and watercolor paint, 86 x 96 inches



Installation view at Nasher Museum



Installation view at Nasher Museum



Installation view at Prospect 4



Installation view at Prospect 4



MARIA BERRIO
Born 1982, Bogotá, Colombia
Lives and works in New York, NY

Maria Berrio’s large collaged works—comprised of diversely sourced papers, depict surrealist 
narratives that blur biographical memory with South American mythology. Her work explores 
themes such as intercultural connectivity, migration and humankind’s relationship to nature. Maria 
Berrio received her BFA at Parsons School of Design and MFA at the School for Visual Arts. Maria’s 
work is included in the permanent collections of the Whitney Musuem of American Art in New York, 
Crystal Bridges Museum of Art in Arkansas and The Nasher Museum in North Carolina, and has 
been exhibited both nationally and internationally. Berrio has participated in exhibitions in various 
institutions including El Museo del Barrio in New York and The Nasher Museum in North Carolina. 
Most recently, Berrio’s work was part of Prospect 4 Triennial in New Orleans and this year her 
permanent public art will be installed in a New York City subway station, commissioned by the MTA 
Arts and Design program.
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PUBLIC WORKS
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September 26, 2018
By  Dalya Benor
DOCUMENT

THREE EMERGING LATINA ARTISTS TRACE 
THE CONNECTION TO THE ‘RADICAL WOMEN’ 
BEFORE THEM 

As the Brooklyn Museum shines a long overdue light on 
two decades of conceptual works by pioneering Latina 
artists, a trio of emerging New York artists look back on 
the radical women who carved a singular path through 
the American art world.

Three decades ago, the anonymous art collective 
Guerrilla Girls pointedly reminded New York City that 
less than 5 percent of the art in the Modern Art sections 
at The Metropolitan Museum of Art belonged to 
women. The posters, featuring a guerrilla’s head collaged 
atop a painting of a nude woman, ran on the sides of 
city buses until being removed by the MTA for being 
too sexually suggestive. It wasn’t the exposed breast that 
concerned the MTA, supposedly, but the seemingly 
phallic object in her grip. It served as a potent reminder of the constraints placed on female artists, both in their 
work and in their attempts to educate the broader public about the ingrained sexism and exclusion of the world 
of modern art. 

A new show at the Brooklyn Museum this spring is one welcomed redressing of the mainstream art world’s 
dismal of women, and even more so, Latina artists. First seen at the Hammer Museum in Los Angeles this past 
fall, Radical Women: Latin American Art, 1960–1985 is now on the east coast for the first time. The sprawling 
exhibition sheds a light on some of the most groundbreaking contemporary Latin American and Latina 
artists working in America. The show is an extensive survey of the boundary-pushing conceptual art that was 
overlooked in the last quarter century, featuring the work of 123 artists from over 15 Latin American countries. 
The radical works created by these women was a passionate response to the political and social unrest occurring 
across Central and South America at the time, thoughtful and conceptual renderings of the often-violent military 
and dictatorial regimes in power throughout the region. Much of the work in the show uses the physical body 
as a site to protest the oppression these women faced daily. The pieces collected in Radical Women are a far 
cry from the male-dominated Minimalist movement of this same period. Take for instance, the work of Sylvia 
Palacios Whitman, a performance artist who utilized surreal stage props to marry a visual Latin-American 
heritage with the modernity of the New York dance scene, or Teresa Burga’s conceptual research-based drawings 



that explored political unrest through the lens of femininity, and Ana Mendieta’s highly physical works that used 
her body as an emotive tool to articulate a longing for freedom and a return to the island of her birth, Cuba.

In the spirit of the exhibition and as a homage to the Latin American artists that pushed the boundary forward 
in their transformative work, Document spoke with three emerging Latina artists based in New York City 
today, who can trace the concepts, approach, and heritage of their work to the radical women on display at 
the Brooklyn Museum.  These include mixed-media artist Rose Salane, who is of Peruvian-Italian heritage, 
Colombian sculptor Diana Rojas, who creates objects that serve as a commentary on the materialism of 
our culture, and Colombian painter Maria Berrio, who addresses femininity and its connection to nature in 
mythological tableaus. With women’s rights and feminism primarily taking a backseat to larger socio-political 
issues of the time, “the show is so important in providing the context, year by year—what type of military regime 
was in the country and how did people feel,” Salane explained, whose mother grew up in Peru. “She was always 
under a military regime. They didn’t have menial things.”

The artwork in Radical Women is shown in a broader context that pays respects to the artists that have been left 
out of cultural discourse, despite opening up new artistic boundaries. The work done by these women lives on 
in a tangible way today. The show centers on the concept of the radical woman artist in “their use of the female 
body for political and social critique and artistic expression.” How does this translate to today? Is it the way 
you dress, your views on politics, the way you carry yourself through the world? Is it merely acting out of the 
tidy lanes society prescribes? For some, it is as simple as having the agency to create, and for others, the idea 
of radicalism involves making work that is just as shocking as the issues which they rail against. For Salane, 
radicalism lies in the democracy of her work and “being able to reach many different audiences,” she says. “I 
don’t like work that is specific to the art world, or one type of person. This is where the conversation starts—the 
diversity in the art world is so minimal.” And for Rojas, radicalism means “doing what you want to do for you. It’s 
important to do what you feel strongly and passionate about—I think that’s what those women did.”

Home is a dominant theme in Berrio’s large-scale paintings. Where origin stories and their associated memories 
might be problematic for some, the painter is creating her own ideal tableaus of the past. Memories that have, in 
her words, “turned into surreal, utopian worlds where these women live in harmony with each other and nature. 
I want women to be seen as powerful beings,” she said. Berrio’s detailed collages are storybooks unto themselves, 
speaking to mythological worlds and traditional folklore, drawing heavily from modern feminist ideals. For 
Berrio, her pieces are a tool to help her understand the world around her, a world full of woman looking to 
occupy it on their own terms. Her artwork brings to mind ancient tales of Gaia, where the female being is 
inherently interconnected with the Earth and all things that spawn from it.

It’s this earth-to-body connection that opened Berrio up to Ana Mendieta’s work, particularly her 1975 
performance Corazón de Roca con Sangre (Rock Heart with Blood), one of Mendieta’s recurrent “earth-body” 
pieces where she’d stage primal, ritual-esque scenes involving her physical form, along with blood, twigs, rocks, 
and flowers. “The way Ana related to the direct nature that women have in their environment is something that 
occurs in my work. I think a lot about women and femininity…and I play a lot with mythology. She was one 



of the first artists that taught me to think as a social being. As women, we need each other, but we don’t need 
to have labels.” Mendieta, herself, immigrated to Iowa from Cuba, experiencing a painful separation from her 
family at home. “It is a sense of displacement for a lot of women immigrants like me, [that is] present in the 
work,” Berrio said. Displacement, for Berrio, is actually one component of a larger concern for women like her, 
who are in pursuit of kinship, both personally and creatively. “We are Latin American women,” she said. “We 
think a different way, we act a different way. Our culture is completely different. We have a completely different 
relationship to nature.”



April 10, 2018
By Laura Isabella
IT’S NICE THAT

LATIN AMERICAN ARTIST MARIA BERRIO’S 
COLLAGES EXPLORE THE INNATE POWER OF 
WOMEN 

“Working with collage there is such a marvellous 
diversity of textures,” artist Maria Berrio enthuses. 
“Different sounds made as they are torn… I love the 
spreading of glue with sticky fingers, the stretching, the 
cutting. These collages are built layer by layer forming 
the topographical features upon the canvas.”

It was this tactile, hands-on creative process that first 
drew Maria to collage as her medium of choice over a 
decade ago. Painstakingly slow to create and imbued 
with the innate power of women, Maria’s work takes 
on an almost visceral effect. It is hard, as the viewer, to 
not have a deep response to the women and scenes her 
layer upon layer of torn paper create. “My work isn’t 
autobiographical,” Maria, who hails from Colombia 
explains. “But I do paint idealised parts of myself in the women I create. These are women I want to be: in 
harmony with themselves and nature, strong, vulnerable, compassionate and courageous.”

Maria’s Colombian heritage plays a large role in her work, which is laced with themes of South American 
mythology and folklore. For her, exploring this side of her heritage has “served to unravel the mysteries of our 
world whilst simultaneously deepening it further.” Maria likens this to the larger impact of art on the viewer, 
“When exposed to great art, it often seems to me as if some deep truth is being revealed, yet I can’t always grasp 
what it is with my mind, only feel it.”

Naturally, then, Maria’s work though threaded with themes of women and Latin American folklore, is often 
deeply personal and Maria comes to identify deeply with her characters. “Of late I have been most haunted by 
a young girl from my piece Aluna, a girl laying her face and hands down upon what appears to be the body 
of a tiger. Aluna was inspired by a practice of Kogi people in Colombia. After birth, a newborn who has been 
determined to become a shaman is brought into a cave to remain there for nine years. During that time the child 
is trained to become in touch with the inner world until they are brought outside to view the world they have 
only had described to them. I pictured this girl in Aluna as having been brought out from the cave only to the 
confusion and heartbreak of a world flooded by chaos.”



Symbolism and most pertinently the symbolic use of animals are prolific in Maria’s work, “Animals have different 
responsibilities dependent on the painting,” she tells us. “Sometimes they symbolise a different feeling or idea 
in a way a human figure cannot. Sometimes they set or enhance a tone. Most often they aid in creating a story.” 
These stories are not always personal, “By placing a human figure in some sort of dialogue with an animal, I am 
harking back to our past equality with the natural world,” she muses. “That world has long ago been eclipsed by 
an era where modernity, advanced capitalism and the billows of pollution have disrupted the fragile ecosystem 
we have come to dominate rather than peacefully being part of.”

Fusing the political with the personal is thus of key importance to Maria in her collages, “I feel a responsibility 
too to my community — both Latin Americans and artists. I would like for my paintings to reveal that being 
Latina is more than being an issue over immigration, that there is a prism of culture and humanity that is often 
glossed-over, if not neglected completely.”



March 13, 2018
By Ann Hackett
PELICAN BOMB

LIVING WITH THE LAND: MARIA BERRIO IN 
“PROSPECT.4: THE LOTUS IN SPITE OF THE 
SWAMP” 

Girls replace their arms with feathered wings. A women 
cradles a seething stream in her arms as she would a 
child. Wildflowers spring from human skin just as they 
carpet a lush, green mountain valley. Butterflies grow 
from scalps in place of hair. These are only a few of 
the fantasies that dot Maria Berrio’s three collages for 
“Prospect.4: The Lotus in Spite of the Swamp,” recently 
on view at the Contemporary Arts Center.

Berrio is a collector of paper, sourcing it from Japan, 
Korea, and Mexico. She builds her collages by laying 
down layers on top of each other and allowing her 
materials to help dictate the composition. Amid 
landscapes of colorful cut paper, Berrio’s human 
figures—women and children, the artist rarely portrays 
men—are painted with watercolor details and often stare out of the composition, confronting viewers head on.

Berrio, born in Bogotá, Colombia, and living in New York, often locates her work in the Colombian jungle. In 
Aluna, 2017, she depicts a practice of the Kogi people of the Sierra Nevada de Santa Marta mountains in which 
children destined to become priests live for nine years in a cave to strengthen their connection with the natural 
world before entering the sunlight.

In Wildflowers, 2017, Berrio created her own mythos in response to present-day politics with a train emerging 
from the forested face of a mountain ruled over by the Incan god Urcuchillay, protector of animals. The train 
car carries monkeys, tigers, and parrots alongside immigrants to a new world where they will be safe from the 
adversities they face in our current reality.

In Southeast Louisiana, many have struggled against the natural environment for a long time, building levees 
to protect us from the Mississippi River and the swamps, marshes, and estuaries that line the Gulf Coast. Berrio 
imagines a world where humans are not at odds with, but integrated into, nature on a biological and spiritual 
level.


